PMO Building Blocks for Successful Strategic Initiative Management

PMO Building Blocks for Successful Strategic Initiative Management offers key principles that help PMO leadership establish and mature a PMO. An incremental approach (i.e., "building blocks") is presented that provides PMO leadership an iterative methodology that focuses on using "manageable changes" to build and improve a PMO to successfully deliver the organization's strategy.

The student will be provided with the tools to determine which aspects of project, program and/or portfolio management will be most appropriate for their organizations, and the extent to which they should be implemented. The students will evaluate their organization's culture and maturity to determine the specific PMO functions, the level of rigor and sequence for implementation.

Finally, the role that leadership plays in PMO success is reviewed.

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN

• Module 1 – Introductions
• Module 2 – The Concept of PMO Building Blocks
• Module 3 – Defining the Current State
• Module 4 – Project Management Building Blocks
• Module 5 – Program Management Building Blocks
• Module 6 – Portfolio Management Building Blocks
• Module 7 – PMO Functions Building Blocks
• Module 8 – Where Do I Start
• Module 9 – The Key Ingredient: Your Leadership

COURSE INFORMATION

Length: 3 Day
Level: Intermediate/Advanced
PMI Member Early Registration: $2,025
PMI Member Registration: $2,155
Non-Member Registration: $2,295

For more information and to register, please visit: http://learning.pmi.org/in-person-course/762/27/pmo-building-blocks-for-successful-strategic-initiative-management